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This is dedicated to all the
men and women out there who
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NDA and Security Reminder

This book represents 2 years of work. Don’t steal it. It’s truly a bargain, and
worth the modest amount we charge for it.
Get yours at www.mehowgetthegirl.com. The book includes exclusive
forum membership where you can post questions for Mehow and watch
infield video of Get the Girl! in action. Once you sign up you can get free
updates for this ebook, for life!
This book contains a lot of secret sauce. By using or reading it you agree to
be bound by a Non Disclosure Agreement and the rest of the applicable
Terms and Conditions, which are available online here: www.mehowgetthegirl.com/commerce/terms.php. The Terms and Conditions relevant to
the print edition are in Appendix B: Terms and Conditions. Per the Non Disclosure Agreement in Appendix B, you can discuss the contents of this
book only with other people who have been granted access to this book by
us and who are bound to treat this material subject to the Non-Disclosure
Agreement and the Terms and Conditions. If you don’t agree to the Terms
and Conditions delete all digital copies and return any printed copies back
to us before reading. The Terms and Conditions contain the applicable
instructions. We reserve the right to revoke any of your access or rights to
this book, our forum, or our websites in the event you violate any of the
terms and conditions we require for such.
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Letter from Mehow

Dear Friend,
Thanks for buying my “Get the GirlTM: A Pickup Artist’s Guide to Reclaiming
Your Love Life” e-book. You made the right call. I’m about to tell you exactly
how I sleep with and get relationships with the hottest women on planet
Earth. The consistently toughest thing to do in all of pickup is just walk up
to a group of total strangers and end up having a relationship with one (or
more) of the women from the group. I will teach you exactly how to do that
in the world’s toughest (and most fun) venues: bars and clubs. Not only will
you get the relationships you have always dreamed of, but you will also
have a blast doing it!
You will find that the pickup material I present contains no filler. Some of it
may be shocking. But I promise you that if you accept the principles laid
out in this book and follow my instructions you will radically improve your
ability to get and keep relationships with women. I want to see you steal
my next girl from me. And you can do it just by reading this book. Best of
all you can do all this without telling a single lie, by conveying YOUR personality, and having a ton of fun. Enjoy!
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P.S. Don’t forget to ask me questions and watch the infield videos
in the forum at mehowgetthe-

girl.com/forum.
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Introduction—Get the Girl (GTG)!

This book presents a consistent system for Getting the Girl in the funest
venues on the planet: bars and clubs.
Welcome to the Nightlife Edition of “Get the Girl! A Pickup Artist’s Guide to
Reclaiming Your Love Life.”
I’m Mehow and I’m a pickup artist (PUA).
And I love to party.
I am a 35 year old, pale, skinny, balding guy; who consistently dominates
any nightclub scene. I turn my interactions into relationships with the
hottest 20 something women in the club. Because of my looks I don’t seem
like any woman’s ideal man. Every woman I sleep with always ends up saying at one point, “I didn’t expect to be HERE with you . . . doing THIS.” I get
results because of the principles I document in this book and I have a blast
doing it.
Prepare to learn my extensively filed tested and incredibly successful cold
approach system that can get YOU with the women of your dreams regardless of looks, age or wealth.
WHAT IS COLD APPROACH?
Cold approach pickup is the art of walking up to any group of total
strangers and starting a relationship with one of the women in the group.
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We call the group you are meeting and your interaction with them a set.
Cold approach sets are the toughest and most demanding situations in all
of pickup. But how many beautiful women do you know that want to date
you? To get the results you want you have to be able to win over the beauties you don’t know that right now aren’t giving you the time of day. You
are also going to have a blast doing it!
We are going to dig deep into pickup theory so you get exactly why my
system works and what the structure is. Then we will go deep into my
patent pending methods for opening sets and generating massive
amounts of attraction. You will know everything about how to work the
group, isolate the woman you are interested in and make her fall in love
with you.
I will teach you how to create tons of comfort between the two of you and
escalate physically to “seal the deal.” Along the way I will teach you how to
handle contingencies including the dreaded boyfriend, her friends cock
blocking you, and what to do if she gives you signs of rejection. You will
also learn my phone game and what to do when you meet her the second
(and third, fourth . . .) time.
LSP – FOTOLIA

Most importantly of all,
you will make the women
in your life wonderfully
happy and they will love
and cherish you for it!

Bottom line, when I’m done with you, you too will be a THAT guy, the one
that always GETS the GIRL! Once you master this you will be the best in any
club and skilled enough to work magic in situations like warm approach,
day game, and online pickup.
Most importantly of all, you will make the women in your life wonderfully
happy and they will love and cherish you for it!
Let’s get started!
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Pickup Theory

C H A P T E R

1

Before we get into all the exercises and techniques I’m about to give you—I
want to tell you how all the pieces fit together and why this works. In this
section we will cover the essential Attractive Qualities a man must possess
to attract women and how you communicate those qualities (It’s not what
you think!). We end the chapter by discussing the basic structure of a
Mehow style pickup.
ATTRACTIVE QUALITIES
To be attractive to women men must demonstrate qualities which are
attractive to women. Some of these things may sound obvious, but hang in
there because this rabbit hole goes pretty deep pretty fast. As we go
deeper in the book I will give you very concrete examples of how to communicate these qualities to women.
This is a long list. Don’t let its size overwhelm you. As you read the rest of
the book these concepts are going to be presented bit by bit. This list is
here to introduce you to the breadth of the problem we face as men when
communicating with women.
Here is a list of the essential attractive qualities:

1

You live in your own world—women find men who are doing their
own thing extremely attractive. You decide what you want, you lead
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